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NEW AL WUROOD INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, JEDDAH 
Affiliated to CBSE – New Delhi, 5730008 

 
 

GRADE:5 EVALUATION 1  -  2019-20 
 

 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH WORKSHEET-A 
 

 

1. Read the passage carefully. Then answer the questions below. 
 

RAINBOW 
A rainbow is a meteorological phenomenon that is caused by reflection, refraction, 

and dispersion of light in water droplets resulting in a spectrum of light appearing in the 

sky. It takes the form of a multicoloured circular arc. Rainbows caused by sunlight 

always appear in the section of sky directly opposite the sun. 

Rainbow appears in the sky at the end of the rain. It is a long and wide band of seven 

colours. It forms a semicircle going from one end of the earth to the other. Scientists say 

that when sunlight passes through a thin medium to a denser medium, all the seven 

colours which are present in the white light form a semi-circular rainbow. The seven 

colours are violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red. People believe that if a 

rainbow appears after the rain, it is an indication that there will be no more rains. In 

Hindi, rainbow is called ‘Indra Dhanush’.  

Everyone of us would have seen rainbows. A rainbow is a wonderful natural scenery 

that is pleasant to eyes. We can see rainbow in the sun after a rainy day. Generally a 

rainbow can be seen in semicircle but most of the times what is visible to the human 

eyes is half semicircle. Another interesting fact is that, if we see from a Flying Airplane 

we can see the full shape of a rainbow, that is circular shape. Like the Sun, the Moon 

and the Stars, rainbows are another wonderful painting of the mighty sky. We can also 

see rainbow near waterfalls. 

Rainbow means peace and harmony in many ancient cultures. A rainbow is always 

depicted as a colorful and pleasant scenery everywhere. We can see people using 

rainbows use as a symbol of happiness in many paintings.  

Anyone would love a rainbow. Watching a rainbow after a heavy rain is the most 

beautiful scenery anyone would admire and love to see. Kids love to see a rainbow 

since it is a colorful scenery. Rainbows give a happy feeling to anyone’s mind. Simply, 

a rainbow gives peace of mind and a meaning of hope to people of all ages. 
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I. Fill in the blanks: 

1. In Hindi, rainbow is called as _____________________. 

2. Rainbow means ________ and ____________ in many ancient cultures. 

II. Answer the following questions: 

1. How are rainbows formed? 

2. List the different colours of rainbow. 

3. How is rainbow depicted in ancient culture? 

4. Find the antonym of the word “thick”? 

 

SECTION-B (WRITING & GRAMMAR) 

 

 

1. Suddenly, Chakravarthy noticed a commotion down the street, near the police booth. 

Imagine what was happening during the commotion. Use details from the five senses to 

‘magnify’ the moment. Write a paragraph to describe the scene. 

 

2. Create a journal entry about your father’s life. Use time order words to sequence the 

events. 

 

III. Underline past continuous and circle simple past. 

1. I was having lunch when you called me. 

2. My sister was doing her homework when the bell rang. 

3. It was raining very hard when the bus left the school. 

4.What were you doing when the match started? 
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IV. Complete the sentences with correct form of verbs (simple past or simple present) 

1. My friend ________ (forget) to write the home work yesterday. 

2. The earth __________ (revolve) around the sun. 

3. I __________ (love) to sing. 

4. She __________ (hear) a loud noise in the morning. 

SECTION-C (LITERATURE) 

V. Answer the following questions:  

1. Describe what happened in the poem, The Story of Flying Robert in your own words. What 

are some reasons to use exaggeration in speaking and writing? 

 

2. Name all the things that Chakravarthy used in his investigation? Name Chakravarthy’s 

main character trait. Support it with evidence about his belongings, thoughts, actions and 

words 

 

3. Write the meaning of the following words and frame your own sentences. 

 a) budge 

 b) criminal 

 c) offered 

 d) frantic 

 e) speck 

 

4. Make  Venn diagram to compare and contrast your life and Raghu’s life. Based on that 

write a compare and contrast paragraph. 

 

_________________________________________ 


